Abstract
We present a compiler intermediate representation (IR) that allows dynamic speculative optimizations for high-level languages. The IR is graph-based and contains nodes fixed to control flow as well as floating nodes. Side-effecting nodes include a framestate that maps values back to the original program. Guard nodes dynamically check assumptions and, on failure, deoptimize to the interpreter that continues execution. Guards implicitly use the framestate and program position of the last side-effecting node. Therefore, they can be represented as freely floating nodes in the IR. Exception edges are modeled as explicit control flow and are subject to full optimization. We use profiling and deoptimization to speculatively reduce the number of such edges. The IR is the core of a just-in-time compiler that is integrated with the Java HotSpot VM. We evaluate the design decisions of the IR using major Java benchmark suites.
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1. Introduction
Speculative optimizations in a just-in-time compiler rely on profiling feedback that characterizes program behavior. The compiler can focus on the most likely paths taken through the program and cut off cold branches that are highly unlikely to be taken. This reduces code size and opens additional optimization opportunities, because the cold branch and its influence on program state need not be taken into account when compiling a method. In high level languages such as Java, a single operation can include an implicit control-flow split. For example, a field access includes a null check on the receiver that can throw an exception. This control-flow path is not visible in the original source program, but the compiler still has to handle it. In this context, the speculative reduction of those control-flow paths is important. Dynamic languages can profit even more from this reduction, because an operation in such a language typically has a more complex control-flow structure.

When one of the cold branches is still taken, program execution must continue in the interpreter. This mechanism to jump from the optimized machine code back to the interpreter is called deoptimization [17]. It requires bookkeeping in the compiled code that allows the reconstruction of the interpreter state at deoptimization points. This state includes the values of local variables and the operand stack. Due to escape analysis, some of those values may reference virtual objects that need to be allocated during deoptimization.

The design of an IR largely influences whether a compiler writer can express optimizations in a simple way [6]. In the context of speculative optimizations, it also decides whether such optimizations are possible at all and how much additional footprint is required for enabling deoptimization. This paper contributes the description and evaluation of a novel IR with the following properties:

- Speculative optimizations using deoptimization points which map optimized program state back to interpreter state.
- Insertion, movement, and coalescing of deoptimization points without any constraints.
- Explicit representation of exception edges as normal control flow and omits them speculatively based on profiling feedback.
Our IR is part of Graal OpenJDK project [23] and its Graal Virtual Machine (VM). The Graal VM is a modification of the Java HotSpot VM. The Java HotSpot VM uses mixed-mode execution: all methods are initially interpreted, and frequently executed methods are scheduled for just-in-time (JIT) compilation. Thus execution starts in the interpreter, which is slow but has low startup costs. It also generates profiling information during interpretation. When the VM decides that a method should be compiled, it makes a request to the compiler, which can optimize Java bytecodes better with the help of the profiling information. Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of this system.

The Java HotSpot VM has two JIT compilers: the client compiler and the server compiler. The client compiler [20] aims at fast compilation speed, while the server compiler [24] aims at better optimization at the expense of slower compilation speed. Both use speculative optimizations and deoptimization. In contrast to our IR, however, their IR is not centered around the principle of speculative optimizations; deoptimization is an add-on feature expressed by a dedicated instruction, not a first-class concept as described in this paper.

The Graal compiler can be used to replace the standard compilers of the Java HotSpot VM. It is written in Java and aims to produce highly optimized code through extensive use of speculative optimizations. An optimization is speculative when the compiler makes an assumption that it cannot guarantee during compilation. Instead, it requires the runtime system to monitor the assumption and discard the machine code when the assumption no longer holds. For example, the compiler can replace a virtual method call with a static call and then inline a method if there is currently only one implementation of the method available. If later class loading adds another implementation, the assumption no longer holds and the code is deoptimized.

In order to do so, the runtime uses deoptimization information generated by the compiler to reconstruct the state of the interpreter (i.e., the state of the virtual machine) from the state of the physical machine. In the Java VM, this state consists of all local variables and operand stack slots. In the context of escape analysis, where allocations of method-local objects are eliminated, the deoptimization information also contains the mapping necessary to reconstruct such objects.
cessors using input edges pointing to End nodes. These End nodes are at the end of the control flow of the merge’s predecessors. The Phi nodes are attached to their Merge node through a special input edge. This structure is illustrated in Figure 2. The filled arrows show the control flow, the empty arrows show the data flow.

For simplicity, the IR only represents reducible loops. Methods containing irreducible loops are not compiled and are left for the interpreter to execute. In Java bytecodes produced from a Java source program without obfuscation, there can never be any method with irreducible loops. The IR models loops explicitly: the loop header is a LoopBegin node. The back-edges of a loop are represented with LoopEnd nodes, which are attached to their LoopBegin through an input edge. Since the LoopBegin node merges the control flow of the loop pre-header and backward edges, Phi nodes can be attached to LoopBegin nodes. This structure is illustrated in Figure 3.

For the transparent management of LoopBegin nodes merging control flow, LoopBegin node is a subclass of Merge node and LoopEnd node is a subclass of End node.

3.1 Fixed and Floating Nodes

Nodes are not necessarily fixed to a specific point in the control flow. The control-flow splits and merges provide a backbone around which most other nodes are floating. For example, the Add node in Figure 2 is floating. These floating nodes are only constrained by their data-flow edges and through additional dependencies such as memory dependencies. The constraints maintain the program semantics but allow more freedom of movement for operations. When a node needs to express a dependency to a specific branch, it can have an input edge pointing to a specific Begin node.

As explained by Click [5], this representation simplifies a number of optimizations by removing the burden of maintaining a valid schedule or performing code motion. When emitting code, the IR is fully scheduled by assigning each node to a block in the control-flow graph and by ordering the nodes inside each block. During scheduling, simple heuristics are used to apply some code motion optimization such as hoisting code out of loops.

4. Deoptimization

4.1 Framesates

We enable speculative optimization through the use of deoptimization, which transfers execution from optimized code to the interpreter. To be able to do this, we need to know

- where we want to continue interpreting the code, and
- how to reconstruct the VM state at the continuation point from the physical machine state of the optimized code.

To know where we want to continue, we keep a reference to the method and a bytecode index (bci). For the VM state, we keep a mapping of the local variables and operand stack slots to their values in the IR. When emitting deoptimization information we can then map them to their physical location.

In our IR we keep track of this data for nodes that can have side effects on the global state of the virtual machine such as memory writes, method invocations and monitor acquires or releases. We call those nodes state split nodes.

For these nodes, we keep the information about the state the virtual machine would be in after they execute.

The mapping from the VM state to IR nodes is not part of the state split nodes themselves, but it is expressed as

\[
\text{FrameState: x bci=10}
\]

\[
\text{FrameState: x bci=18}
\]
Figure 5. Framestates and guards. The LoadField node is guarded by a null check. FrameState nodes are kept for the state after two StoreField nodes.

FrameState nodes. These nodes contain the method and bci of the continuation point and they have inputs for the local variables and operand stack slots. State splits have a FrameState node as an input that describes the VM state after they have been executed. An example of this is shown in Figure 4: In this example the two stores to static fields have side effects and therefore need references to FrameState nodes. These nodes describe the VM state after they have been executed. In contrast, the load of the static field does not have side effects so it does not need a FrameState.

Before emitting code we need to associate the deoptimization information with the nodes that can trigger deoptimization. To do so, we use the deoptimization information of the last dominating state split node. This means that all of the instructions between two state split nodes deoptimize to the same point, which corresponds to the deoptimization information of the first state split node. Some instructions that have already been executed by the compiled version are thus re-executed by the interpreter after deoptimization. This re-execution is sound because none of the re-executed instructions modify the global state (otherwise they would be state split nodes themselves).

For example, the Guard node of Figure 5 performs a null check before the object is accessed. In the unexpected case that the object is indeed null, it triggers deoptimization, so it needs deoptimization information. In this example, we select the deoptimization information contained in the FrameState bci=18 node attached to the second StoreField node (StoreField b).

Using the last dominating state split requires keeping the deoptimization data at a merge point, if any of the merging branches contains a state split node (as illustrated in Figure 6). In that case, any deoptimization triggered after the Merge node deoptimizes to this Merge node. Otherwise, a deoptimization triggered by a node after the Merge node could deoptimize to the dominator of the Merge node and thus could re-execute the side effects of the branch containing the state split node.

This model gives us a complete mapping, so that, once the graph is scheduled, any node which may cause deoptimization can be associated with deoptimization information.

4.1.1 Hierarchical Framestates
A FrameState node can express the VM state of exactly one method activation. Method inlining, however, introduces multiple nested activations into one IR instance, so that the deoptimization information consists of multiple nested VM states. This is encoded in the IR by letting a FrameState node reference another FrameState node that describes the surrounding activation. This reference to the surrounding activation is called the outer FrameState. An example of such an outer FrameState is shown in Figure 7.

It is important to note that multiple inner FrameStates can refer to the same outer FrameState, which leads to trees of FrameStates in the IR.

4.1.2 Virtual Objects
Some advanced optimizations require even more information for mapping to the VM state. For example, escape analysis [3] leads to scalar replacements of objects, which means

---

1 we assume ClassA has already been initialized.
that objects that would be allocated according to source level semantics are not actually allocated. In this case the mapping to VM state includes information about which object allocations were eliminated and what the current contents of these objects is. With this information, the objects can be reconstructed during deoptimization as explained by Kotzmann and Mössenböck [19].

Figure 8 shows an example of how virtual objects are expressed in the IR. Each virtual object is represented as a VirtualObject node, and every local variable or stack slot that refers to the eliminated object points to this node. The actual contents of the virtual object are expressed as VirtualObjectState nodes, which are added to the leaf FrameState nodes. The reason for this split representation is that multiple inner FrameStates can refer to the same outer FrameState, and a virtual object that is part of the outer local variables or stack slots can have different field values for inner FrameStates.

4.2 Guards

The Graal IR uses Guard nodes to check the assumptions taken for speculative optimizations. They take as input a boolean condition that needs to be checked. If the check fails, a deoptimization is triggered. Any node that depends on the assumption checked by a guard takes the guard as an input, thereby ensuring that the node and this guard are always ordered correctly during scheduling.

For example, we can decide to inline a method at a virtual call site based on profiling data showing that only one of the possible target methods was ever called. We then need to check this assumption at run time by inserting a Guard node which checks the type of the receiver. The entry of the inlined call takes this guard as an input so that the assumption is checked before entering the inlined code.

Once a guard is associated with deoptimization information, which specifies where it should deoptimize to and in which state, it becomes difficult to move it without breaking the ordering of side effects. Thanks to the complete mapping provided by FrameState nodes, the Guard nodes do not need to be associated with specific deoptimization information before code emission and can thus be moved freely in the IR.

Guard nodes are floating nodes which are constrained by their usages, by their input condition, and by an additional input which points to a Begin node. This additional input ensures that the Guard node stays in the correct branch. We refer to this as a Guard node that is anchored to a branch. For example, the LoadField node in Figure 5 takes the assumption that object2 is not null using a Guard node. This guard should only be checked in the correct branch of the if statement because the condition could be related to object2 being null or not. If the guard was to be scheduled above the If node, the program would still execute correctly, but it could deoptimize too often and deteriorate program performance.

When Guard nodes are inserted, they are anchored to the furthest dominator of the node that they need to guard which still post-dominates this node. This is the first dominating Begin node whose predecessor is a control-split. This ensures that the guard is tested only if it is needed but also that guards cluster below Begin nodes. This is important because Guard nodes, like most floating nodes, are subject to global value numbering so multiple Guard nodes with the same condition and anchor are coalesced automatically.

After their insertion, we can still change the node a guard is anchored to. For example, we can replace the two Guard nodes in Figure 9 with one Guard node anchored at a different position, without worrying about any ordering with respect to other guards or nodes with side effects.

5. Exception Handling

When compiling a language that has an exception mechanism, exception edges have to be added to control-flow graph to account for the control-flow transitions that can happen when an exception is raised. In a language such as Java, a
significant number of instructions may throw an exception and, as a result, a large number of exception edges is needed.

In our IR, we can take the optimistic assumption that exceptions are not thrown and thus completely eliminate most of the exception edges. This simplifies further analyses and optimizations by reducing the size and the complexity of the IR graph. Also, if an exception handler is not reached by any exception edge then this exception handler does not need to be parsed and compiled, which improves compilation time and reduce the size of the compiled code.

When an exception is thrown at a position where the compiled code does not expect it, the runtime uses deoptimization to go back to the interpreter. The interpreter then re-executes the code and throws the exception. To implement this in our IR, we use Guard nodes checking the assumption that no exception needs to be thrown. Any further analysis can make the assumption without taking any special care.

For example, when an operation needs to check that one of its operands is not null, we insert a null check guard. When a null value is encountered, deoptimization is triggered and the interpreter throws the NullPointerException.

Since deoptimization is costly, we need to handle exceptions efficiently in programs that use exception handling as normal control flow. If an exception is thrown frequently for a certain node, we insert explicit exception checks. An explicit check can simply be the insertion of the runtime check using an If node followed by an explicit exception edge in the case the check fails. On this edge the exception object can be a pre-allocated object, eliminating the allocation cost.

In our IR, two different nodes are used for method invocation: one (Invoke node) that does not expect an exception to be raised and another (InvokeWithException node) that acts as a control-flow split between normal control flow and exceptional control flow. On its exception edge, an exception-aware invoke is followed by a special ExceptionObject node that represents the exception raised during the method call. This structure can be seen in Figure 10.

When the runtime is unwinding the stack because of an exception, it directly maps the program counter of the invoke throwing the exception to the program counter of the exception branch. If such a mapping does not exist, it means the invoke did not have an exception edge and a mapping to the proper deoptimization information allows the runtime to handle the exception in the interpreter. In this case the exception has already been thrown and is in a “pending” state, so that the interpreter restarts execution at the bytecode of the invoke and immediately handles the exception.

The explicit exception edges lead to a chain of If nodes that check the type of the exception object to find the right exception handler. At the end of this chain, if the type of the exception does not match any of the exception handlers, control flow goes to an Unwind node that forwards the exception to the next method on the call stack. A simple example is illustrated in Figure 10.

Explicitly modeling the exception handling chains for points where exceptions actually happen allows us to apply the same optimizations to the exception handling code than to the rest of the code. For example, if the exact type of an exception object is discovered through inlining or other transformations, the exception handling chain can be optimized to jump directly to the correct handler.

Using Guard nodes to check for exceptions gives us the ability to re-order those checks without constraints since it is a property of our Guard nodes.

6. Evaluation
6.1 Deoptimization
We maintain deoptimization information at state splits rather than at instructions that may cause deoptimization. Deoptimization information adds a large number of edges and constraints to the IR graph. We measure the number of state split nodes and the number of nodes that need deoptimiza.
tion information after all optimizations have been applied. We found that, in the DaCapo benchmarks, there are on average 29% more nodes that need deoptimization information than state split nodes. This shows that our model does not increase the number of FrameState nodes that are necessary, but actually reduces it.

We also measure the number of distinct FrameState nodes that are actually assigned to nodes which need deoptimization information. The results show that on average only 32% of the FrameStates are actually assigned in the DaCapo benchmarks.

To evaluate the importance of FrameState nodes, we measure the number of inputs they take. They have on average 10.5 inputs which means that they add a lot of edges to the graph. Those edges become constraints for scheduling and need to be processed during data-flow analysis. This means that reducing the number of FrameState nodes helps the compiler.

When inserting Guard nodes, we measure how many are actually created and how many are just immediately coalesced with an existing one. On average, 49.7% of the Guard nodes in the DaCapo benchmarks are actually created. This shows that even before any other analysis half of the runtime checks have already been eliminated thanks to automatic coalescing and to the careful selection of the anchoring nodes.

### 6.2 Exception Handling

To evaluate the impact of our design for exception handling, we measure, during parsing, the number of places where exception edges are needed according to the JVM specifications [21] and the number of edges that we actually insert. The results are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. These results indicate that very few exception edges are actually needed and confirm the motivation of our design.

The breakdown per type of exception edge in Figure 11 also shows that 40.0% of the exception edges come from invokes, which shows the importance of being able to exclude those edges. On the other hand, throw statements (also in Figure 11) always throw an exception, so there is no interest in eliminating them. A number of explicit exception edges are also necessary for bounds checks. These mainly come from the eclipse benchmark which uses bounds checks exceptions in some parts of its logic.

To assert the importance of eliminating exception edges, we measure the number of nodes just after parsing. In the DaCapo benchmarks, there are 0.73 potential exception edges per nodes. This means that if we included all exception edges the control-flow graph would be extremely fragmented. This would have an adverse effect on the quality of further optimizations. It would also increase the code size.

We also measure the number of exception handlers that are present in methods parsed by the compiler and the number of these handlers that are actually parsed and included in the compiled code. The results can be seen in Figure 12.

### Figure 11. Number of potential exception edges required by Java specification vs. number of explicit exception edges actually inserted in the IR aggregated for all DaCapo benchmarks. Breakdown by kind of exception edge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exception edges</th>
<th>Potential</th>
<th>Explicit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bounds check</td>
<td>166,770</td>
<td>498 (0.30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invoke</td>
<td>1,296,646</td>
<td>14,454 (1.11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null check</td>
<td>1,525,061</td>
<td>686 (0.04%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throw</td>
<td>2,241</td>
<td>2,241 (100.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkcast</td>
<td>99,192</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Div/Rem</td>
<td>6,082</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>110,078</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor null check</td>
<td>33,631</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,239,701</td>
<td>17,879 (0.55%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 12. Number of exception edges and exception handlers found in the input code vs. the number kept for compilation.

On average, only 2.98% of the handlers are parsed. This is a significant reduction which further simplifies the IR of methods containing exception handlers. This has also the positive effect of reducing the size of the emitted code.

### 6.3 Performance

We measure the performance of the Graal compiler (at revision 5a9d68c3a3a7d7 [1]) and compared it to the performance of the Java HotSpot client and server compilers using HotSpot 25.0-b43 [2]. The benchmarks are run on a Xeon E5-2690 running Ubuntu 12.04. We measure peak performance for DaCapo 9.12 [9], SPECjvm2008 [28] and SPECjbb2005 [27]. The results in Figure 13 show that the Graal compiler and its IR can run a variety of benchmarks and performs well compared to industry-leading compilers. These three compilers do not implement the same optimizations. For example, our compiler does not implement advanced loop transformations or array bounds check elimination which are implemented in the server compiler. The server compiler also implements a wider set of compiler intrinsics than our compiler.
Figure 13. Performance of the Java HotSpot VM using Graal and client or server compiler for SPECjvm2008, SPECjbb2005 and DaCapo. Operations per minute (higher is better), normalized to Graal’s score.

7. Future Work

Currently, we assign deoptimization information to deoptimization instruction just before code emission. Thus after this point no more optimization is performed and the scheduling is fixed. It would be interesting to do this assignment earlier since the evaluation shows that only a small number of deoptimization information is assigned. We could then eliminate some code that became dead because it was only referenced from unused FrameState nodes. Since FrameState nodes are eliminated, some constraints are removed from the graph, which could also lead to a better schedule. To do this, only the deoptimizing instructions need to be fixed to the control flow so that they can be assigned deoptimization information.

This framework for speculative optimization can be used for many purposes beyond exception handling. We could use it for example for aliasing checks to implement better scalar replacement.

8. Related Work

8.1 Intermediate Representation

The Graal IR is close to the graph IR presented by Click [6, 7] where nodes are not necessarily fixed to a specific point in the control flow. This kind of IR retains ideas from the Program Dependence Graph (PDG) of Ferrante et al. [13] where only the dependencies necessary to express the program semantics are kept.

A description of the design and implementation of our IR in the Graal compiler is given by the authors in [12].

8.2 Deoptimization

Deoptimization has first been proposed for the implementation of the SELF language [17]. It is implemented in the HotSpot VM and used in both the client [20] and server [24] compilers. In HotSpot, deoptimization transfers the execution to the interpreter. In the Jikes RVM, there is no interpreter, so deoptimization is done by transferring the execution to a different version of the compiled code. This is called On-Stuck Replacement (OSR) and was proposed for the Jikes RVM by Fink and Qian [14]. In the HotSpot VM terminology, the OSR name is only used for the transfer of execution from the interpreter to compiled code [20]. The RPython tracing JIT [25] also support guards and handles them in a similar fashion to the HotSpot VM.

In these implementations, instructions that can trigger deoptimization maintain their own deoptimization information throughout the complete compilation process. This adds strong ordering constraints for these instructions. This difficulty is well illustrated by Odaira and Hiraki [22] and Sundaresan et al. [30] who want to move instructions that may throw exceptions. Using our IR, we can move and insert Guard nodes without having to employ dynamic code patching or other techniques to overcome this re-ordering.

The Crankshaft compiler of the JavaScript v8 VM [15] uses a model similar to ours for handling deoptimization. While its IR does not have floating nodes, JavaScript-specific nodes that can cause deoptimization are manually moved during the compilation process. We did not find published work about the Crankshaft compiler, but the source code is available [16].

Binary translator such as Transmeta’s Code Morphing software (CMS) [10] also have support for speculative optimizations. In CMS this is done using a rollback mechanism which triggers when an assumption is not verified.

Similar goals to deoptimization can be achieved via code duplication and modification of control flow. A predicate can be checked to dispatch the code between one version that makes an assumption and another that does not. This has been done for example by Sias et al. [26]. This method can make the global control very complex if a large number of assumptions need to be taken. Thus it would be impractical for assumptions about exceptions not occurring. In the context of nested loops, this issue has been studied by Djoudi et al. [11] but their method can not be applied more generally.

Another technique for speculative optimization has been proposed by Kelsey et al. [18]. In their model targets sequential code, where blocks of speculatively optimized code and safe code run in parallel. The execution of the safe code is used to verify the execution of the speculatively optimized code. The speedup comes from the fact that the verification of block can start as soon as the speculatively optimized execution of the previous block is finished. This allows overlap in the execution of the safe code. Even if reasonable speedup
is achieved, this technique only works for a sequential program and requires the developer to annotate the source code. Also this technique only work when you can allocate multiple cores to run one sequential program.

8.3 Exception Handling

To mitigate the high number of exception edges, some compilers such as Jikes RVM [4], and HotSpot’s client compiler [20], use a factored control-flow graph where exception edges are implicit and summarized for each control-flow block. But this still requires the compiler’s analyses to take into account the instructions that may throw an exception while iterating over instructions in a block for an optimization. Our implementation using guards, simply makes the assumption that exceptions do not happen and can then optimize as if this assumption was verified.

This follows the general principle that if some code inside a method has never been executed during profiling, it can be speculatively left out during compilation. This has been studied for general control flow by Whaley [31].

The HotSpot server compiler [24] also uses deoptimization to handle unlikely exceptions. It also uses profiling information to include explicit exception edges when necessary. But it can not exclude exception edges for invokes. Our evaluation has shown that those account for a large number of the exception edges. Also, even if the invokes have an exception edge, the runtime has no direct mapping of the program counter of the invoke to the program counter of the exception edge.

An other approach to reducing the impact of exceptions is shown by Su and Lipasti [29]. They compile regions of code under the assumption that exceptions are never triggered, then during execution, this assumption is checked using special hardware support. If this assumption is invalidated, the changes that happened in the failing region are rolled back using hardware support. The region is then recompiled without assumptions and re-executed. This approach is similar to our use of deoptimization in that no time is spent compiling exception handlers. Our technique has a small runtime overhead that does not exist when assumptions are monitored by hardware. But the requirement of hardware support can be prohibitive since it requires features that do not exist in common platforms. Also adding a new kind of assumption could require new hardware support which is costly while in our model, a new kind of assumption can be introduced very easily.

9. Conclusions

Our IR is suited for dynamic speculative optimization thanks to its deoptimization framework. It allows the compiler to easily take assumptions at any time and then transparently optimize the code using these assumptions. One key feature and contribution of our framework is its ability to re-order and move the assumption checks freely. This is important to simplify the implementation of optimizations dealing with code motion.

The power of this feature becomes visible in our implementation of exception handling in which we can overcome the precise semantics of the Java exception. We can move the checks for exception and we take advantage of this to remove redundant checks by coalescing them.

This framework can now be used as the basis for further speculative optimizations in a dynamic compiler environment. We believe that it is simple and powerful enough to be able to concentrate on the speculative aspect of optimizations in a dynamic compiler rather than how to accommodate any kind of constraints imposed in other frameworks.
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